In addition, part-time/temporary consultants are required to facilitate the execution of the project:

- **Associate Research Officer (Social)**: Assistant the Outreach and Linkages Officer in identifying and fostering new partnerships; supporting the authoring of the parts of the plan; and assisting in the framing of the communication strategy for the system. A person with a minimum of four years of relevant experience in social or economic development is desirable.

- **Associate Research Officer (Human)**: Responsible for using software languages and other tools to create computational software that can be used by the system to deliver services. A person with a minimum of 18 years of education in Computer Science, Software Engineering or related field is desirable.

- **Voucher Consultant**: Will be responsible for developing the audit processes for the system, getting numbers, fixing the telecom servers (for call outs), rates, and forecasting requirements. Maintain accurate auditable quarterly, annual and other reports. Prepare Issues Log and other documentation. Provide inputs, information and statistics for quarterly, half-yearly and annual progress and performance of the project. Report monthly, and effectiveness of the project by identifying bottlenecks and taking measures to minimize or eliminate such bottlenecks. Report monthly, and effectiveness of the project by identifying bottlenecks and taking measures to minimize or eliminate such bottlenecks. Report monthly and effectiveness of the project by identifying bottlenecks and taking measures to minimize or eliminate such bottlenecks.

For being the voice of IVR system; good speaking skills and clear voice to read out job opportunities and record prompts for the system. Must provide a SWOT analysis and strategic planning and positioning; development of presentations and other documents for the system; and advise on the attributes/form/gestalt of Polly; will help identify the socially and psychologically best way to persuade the low literate marginalized to attract to and use this system to their maximum benefit. Will also help to identify the social and cultural factors influencing the system's uptake and use.

**Required Skills**:
- Strong computer skills are also required.
- Excellent communication skills with proficiency in English and local language.
- Minimum 16 years of education in Business Administration and Management.
- Minimum 16 years of experience in handling databases, producing not just the look of the website but determining the way the system works.
- Minimum 16 years of experience in handling databases, producing not just the look of the website but determining the way the system works.
- Previous experience in research is highly desirable.
- Minimum 16 years of education in Social Science, Technology or Telecommunication Sector.

**Description**:

- **Project Manager**: Directs and administers project of significant complexity. Is responsible for planning, organizing, coordinating, directing and controlling the project work to achieve stated objectives and goals. Oversees project development and production relative to both quality and schedule. Directs and supervises the management and coordination of all project work, including personnel, equipment, facilities, supplies and materials. Maintains current knowledge of project management and related technologies. Ensures project compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. Provides overall administrative support to the project.
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